DEDICATED TO QUALITY, INNOVATION AND VALUE.

2008 CLASS C MOTORHOMES

VISTA CRUISER MINI
**DRIVE ...**

Truly a joy to drive the Vista Mini is fully equipped.
- Driver / passenger airbag
- Power steering
- Easy to read gauges
- In dash stereo
- Climate zone control
- Adjustable seating
- Tap shift,
  5-speed transmission
- Unmatched visibility

**GALLEY CONVENIENCE...**

Our wide-open galley offers all the comforts of your kitchen at home. 3-burner high performance range; 2-door, 2-way refrigerator and large half time oven, you will be able to prepare any of your family’s favorite meals.

**SPACIOUS LIVING...**

The Mini™ is mini in name only, Spacious 7’ tall ceiling and 34” of headroom over the bunk provides comfort day and night. Open living area that incorporates a spacious slide room, large European windows and residential style furniture make home away from home very comfortable and functional.
Euro-style cabinets with radius corners and faces conveniently placed for easy access creates a beautiful interior with the most usable storage in its class.
Seamless, galvanized steel storage compartments safely cradle your valuables. Rust protective, water proof Poly-Tech sealed for extended life and a quiet ride.

Our residential style cabinets are constructed of hardwood doors and fronts that are predrilled and screwed then they are stained and top coated with a furniture grade finish that provides long lasting beauty and durability as well as adding strength and quietness to your motorhome.

Other companies use wrapped cabinet fronts prone to peeling, fading and tearing. The softer composite wood used does not hold screws as well as hardwood resulting in loss of strength and squeaking. Discoloration will degrade the beauty and lower the value of the motorhome.

Our cabinets are constructed of hardwood doors and fronts that are predrilled and screwed then they are stained and top coated with a furniture grade finish that provides long lasting beauty and durability as well as adding strength and quietness to your motorhome.

Competitor’s Cabinetry

Super Strength Truss System
8” C Channel Extension

The super strength truss system is unmatched in the industry. The structural subfloor foundation begins by Huck fastening a network of integrated steel trusses to the chassis. Specifically designed to distribute and transfer the tremendous forces from the coach to the chassis. These trusses are individually tested to withstand 4,000 pounds each.

- Excellent Weathering - Virtually impervious to sun, rain and snow Poly-Tech maintains the vehicle’s quality appearance enhances its resale value.
- Tear Resistance - Unlike rubber roofing, Poly-Tech’s abuse resistant textured finish resists tearing, a condition that can cause leaks and lead to expensive repair
- Low Maintenance - Eliminates the need for large amounts of sealant around several roof fixtures. Road grime can easily be removed with normal cleaning maintenance. Rubber chalking due to solar breakdown of the roof surface is eliminated, preserving the original appearance and resale value of the vehicle.
- Stain Resistance - Designed to resist staining on the roof and sidewalls to maintain a quality appearance.
- Structural Integrity - Unlike conventional EPDM rubber roof membranes, Poly-Tech is a structural component of the roof system.

Patent Pending
Truss System

8” C Channel Extension
**Cradle of Strength**

**TAKE THE TIME TO COMPARE...**

You will see the exceptional value of a Gulf Stream Coach

2. Aluminium Skin for Additional Strength.
3. Molded, High Density EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) Roof Brick Insulation - Provided Consistent Insulation Value as well as Superior Dimensional Rigidity.
4. Rugged Welded Tubular Aluminum Roof Framing.
5. Rugged Heavy-Gauge Tubular Aluminum, Fixture Welded to Form the Sidewall Framing.
7. Interior Wall Panels Securely Laminated to Sidewall Framing.
9. Optional Custom Fit, Stain-Resistant Two Piece (Living Area, Bath) Carpet Runner.
11. Plywood Floor Decking Laminated to Steel Floor Structure Assures a Quiet, Long-Lasting Rigid Floor.
12. Heavy-Gauge Tubular Steel Framing, Fixture Welded for Extra Strength and Stability.
13. Heavy-gauge Steel Box Truss System Provides the Strongest and Lightest Class C Foundation in the Industry.
14. Seamless Layer of Aluminium Securely Laminated to the Steel Floor Framing.
15. Galvanized Steel Used to Form Each Storage Compartment.
17. Rust-Prohibitive Paint Coating Applied to All Steel Framing Assures Corrosion and Rust Protection.
18. The Industry’s Strongest, Most Spacious Exterior Storage Compartments.

### Interior Hardwoods

- **Maple**
- **Cream**

### Interior Fabrics

- **Spice Decor**
- **Natural Decor**
- **Harvest Decor**
**PRACTICAL ...**

Enormous overhead sleeping area that can support over a half ton with 34 inches of headroom, LCD flat panel TV that swivels for the best viewing angle and swings out of the way for storage, supersized skylight with blind, Quartz lighting with dimmer and a very clean European style that is sure to make you the envy of the grounds.

**LOTS OF STUFF ...**

You have lots of stuff to take with you and we give you lots of convenient storage for all that stuff. Our Poly-Tech lined compartments keep your valuables clean, dry and secure.
### Specifications

**Chassis**
- Freightliner/Dodge

**Engine**
- 3.0 Liter 6-cylinder Mercedes Benz, Turbocharged Diesel
- Horsepower: 154 HP @ 3,800 RPM
- Torque: 280 ft. lbs. @1,200 - 2,400 RPM
- GVWR: 11,030
- Wheelbase: 170"
- Exterior Length: 25'
- Exterior Height: 10' 11"
- Exterior Width: 7' 7"
- Interior Height: 7'
- Interior Width: 7' 3"
- Fuel System: CDI (Common Direct Rail Injection)
- Transmission: Mercedes Benz 5-speed Automatic Transmission w/Overdrive
- Steering: Power Assisted Rack and Pinion
- Suspension: Independent Front Suspension
- Brakes: 4-wheel Hydraulic Disc with ABS

**Body Type**
- Reinforced Fiberglass Vacuum Bond Laminated

**Air Bags**
- Driver and Passenger Side Airbags

**Maintenance**
- Service Intervals of 10,000 miles

**Protection**
- Anti-Theft Deturrent Security System (USP Immobilizer)

**Fuel & Economy**
- Fresh: 31 Gallon
- Gray: 33 Gallon
- Black: 34 Gallon
- Water Heater: 6 Gallon
- Fuel Economy: Approx 17 - 19 Mpg.

**Additional Features**
- LP Gas Tank: 68 lbs. (16 gallon)
- Generator: 3.6 Onan
- A/C: 13,500 BTU
- Furnace: 25,000 BTU
- Amp Service: 30 Amp Service w/ 30 Amp Converter
- Rear Axle Ratio: 4.10 (Recommended for frequent use in hilly regions or for towing)
- Towing: 3,500 LB Capacity
Gulf Stream Coach

has been a manufacturer of recreational vehicles for over 20 years. Our slogan, "Family Value", speaks to our family-owned company, the value offered in our products and to our customers.

We use advanced manufacturing techniques to build everything from entry-level travel trailers to luxury motorhomes. We offer the largest product line in the industry.

RV dealers and consumers look to Gulf Stream for high-value products offering quality construction, innovative features, contemporary design, unmatched service and on-going support.

We’d love to have you as part of the family.

The Gulf Streamers RV Club is a valuable benefit to all Gulf Stream owners. Members enjoy staying active and participating in the various rallies and caravans offered throughout the United States and Canada. The Main Stream, the club Magazine, with up-to-date product information, service tips and company highlights. Members benefit from the Emergency Road Service and Gulf Streamers Insurance options. Both are available at competitive rates with friendly, reliable service. The 10% discount program at campgrounds throughout the U.S. and Canada. As a member, you’ll receive discounts at National Theme Parks and special attractions, including RV and travel guides, directories and magazines.

Gulf Streamers spend time touring attractions, enjoying fabulous meals, taking in area highlights and shows to help make the most out of your RV experience. Special rallies throughout the year include Gulf Stream supplier seminars, complimentary minor repairs by Gulf Stream technicians, Gulf Stream dealer product displays and round table discussions to voice your product improvement ideas.
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VISIT www.CONQUESTMOTORHOMES.COM OR CALL 1-800-765-8787-EXT. 3288

For more information and available options, contact your local Gulf Stream dealer, www.conquestmotorhomes.com or Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., reserves the right to make changes in prices, colors, materials, components and specifications and to discontinue models at any time without notice or obligation. Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., assumes no responsibility for any error in type or print reproduction of specifications or floorplans in this brochure. Photographs may show equipment or items that are optional and are not included in the purchase price of the coach. Test drive and review a current model at your nearest Gulf Stream dealer. © 2008 Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., Nappanee, Indiana U.S.A. 08/07-Ver1